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Abstract
This paper presents a novel method based on statistical facial feature control models for generating re-
alistic controllable face models. The local feature control models are constructed based on the exemplar 3D
face scans. We use a three-step model fitting approach for the 3D registration problem. Once we have a com-
mon surface representation for examples, we form feature shape spaces by applying a principal component
analysis (PCA) to the data sets of facial feature shapes. We compute a set of anthropometric measurements
to parameterize the exemplar shapes of each facial feature in a measurement space. Using PCA coefficients
as a compact shape representation, we approach the shape synthesis problem by forming scattered data
interpolation functions that are devoted to the generation of desired shape by taking the anthropometric pa-
rameters as input. The correspondence among all exemplar face textures is obtained by parameterizing a
3D generic mesh over a 2D image domain. The new feature texture with desired attributes is synthesized
by interpolating the exemplar textures. With the exception of an initial tuning of feature point positions and
assignment of texture attribute values, our method is fully automated. In the resulting system, users are
assisted in automatically generating or editing a face model by controlling the high-level parameters.
Key Words: Face Modeling, Facial Features, Anthropometry, Statistical Estimation, Model Fitting, Interpola-
tion, 3D Scanned Data.
1 Introduction
The human face is a key component of human interaction and communication. For this reason generation
of realistic face models has been one of the most interesting problems in computer graphics. At present, a
variety of face modeling methodologies are available, which can be classified into the creative approach and the
reconstructive approach. The creative approach is to facilitate manual specification of the new face model by
a user. A certain facility has been offered already by commercial modelers; some researchers have also sought
to provide parameterized models for interactive user control [26, 54, 59, 66, 68]. This approach provides full
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control over the result, including the ability to produce cartoon effects and the high efficiency of geometric
manipulation. However, it requires a great deal of expertise to avoid unrealistic results.
The reconstructive approach is to extract face geometry from the measurement of a living subject. The
most accurate method is to make a plaster model of a face and to scan this model using a precise laser range
system. However, not everybody can afford the considerable time and expense this process requires. In addition,
the molding compound may lead to sagging of facial features. With a significant increase in the quality and
availability of 3D capture methods, a common approach towards creating face models of real humans uses laser
range scanners (e.g., CyberWare) to acquire both the face geometry and texture simultaneously [41, 42, 53].
Although the acquired face data is highly accurate, the scanned model corresponds to a single individual that
tells us little about the spaces of face shapes and textures; and each new face must be found on a subject. The
user does not has any control over the model to edit it in a way that produces a plausible, novel face.
In this paper a new method is presented to bridge the creative approach and reconstructive approach.
Our method estimates explicit high-level control models of human faces by examining geometry and color
variations among captured face data. Since internal facial features (e.g. eyes, nose, mouth and chin) are good
for discriminating faces [87], we construct a face synthesis system by perceiving the face as a set of feature
regions. The feature-based synthesis allows us to generate more diverse faces through various combinations
of synthesized features. The learned control models define a mapping from control parameters back to facial
feature shape or texture, thus we can use them to automatically synthesize varied geometric models of human
faces. As a result, our system provides an intuitive interface for users via controllable attributes of facial features.
And because the control models are estimated based on the extracted statistics from the example models, the
output model of the system maintains the quality that exists in the real faces of individuals.
Our method takes as examples 3D face scans from a large database. We use a three-step model fitting ap-
proach for the 3D registration problem, where the fitting of a generic mesh to each example is carried out in
a global-to-local fashion. By bringing scanned models into full correspondence with each other, we are able
to apply a principal component analysis (PCA) to the exemplar shapes of each facial feature to build a low-
dimensional shape space. We characterize and explore the space of probable feature shapes using high-level
control parameters. We parameterize the example models using anthropometric measurements, and predefine
the interpolation functions for parameterized example models based on radial basis functions. At runtime, the
interpolation functions are evaluated to efficiently generate the appropriate feature shapes by taking the anthro-
pometric parameters as input. We automatically determine correspondence among exemplar face textures by
constructing a parameterization of the 3D generic mesh over a 2D image domain. Having the texture interpo-
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lators formulated, the runtime texture synthesis is reduced to the interpolation function evaluation according to
the texture attribute parameters.
The resulting system can be used for many scenarios. For applications in art/design, computer artists can use
our system to create face models as desired for virtual characters in computer games, films and advertisement,
human-computer interfaces, and for avatars in the virtual reality space. This system also has the potential
application in forensic sciences, where composite face models/images of suspects need to be generated from
descriptions given by the eyewitnesses. Both cases involve the design of new natural looking faces that can
occur in the real world or the manipulation of an existing face to emphasize the characteristics of the face.
The main contributions presented in this paper are:
 A general, controllable, and practical system for face modeling. It estimates high-level control models in
order to infer a particular face from intuitive input controls. In principle, given a large and varied data set,
the control models can generate any face.
 As correlations between control parameters and the face shape and texture are estimated by exploiting the
real faces of individuals, our method regulates the naturalness of synthesized faces. Unspecified parts of
the synthesized facial features are automatically completed according to statistical properties.
 We propose a new algorithm which uses intuitive attribute parameters for navigating face space. Particu-
larly, our system provides sets of comprehensive anthropometric parameters to easily control face shape
characteristics by taking into account the physical structure of real faces.
 A robust model fitting approach for establishing correspondences between scanned surfaces.
 The automatic runtime face synthesis is efficient in time complexity and performs fast.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the previous and related work. Section 3 provides
a functional overview of our 3D face modeling system. Section 4 describes preparation of the generic model
and example models from the 3D scanner. Section 5 details the model fitting process. Section 6 describes our
technique of feature-based shape synthesis. The approaches to mesh parameterization, local texture synthesis
and texture blending are described in Section 7. Experimental results are shown in Section 8. Section 9 presents
conclusions and proposes avenues for future work.
2 Previous and Related Work
Face modeling and animation is an active area of research in computer graphics. There have been extensive
efforts on the development of 3D facial animation techniques (see [63, 65] for a good overview). Beginning
with Parke’s pioneering work [67], desire for improved realism has driven researchers to extend geometric mod-
els [26, 59, 61, 66] with physically-based models which attempt to model the influence of muscle contraction
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onto the skin surface by approximating the biomechanical properties of skin [41, 42, 47, 53, 69, 79, 83, 92].
Physically-based models were combined with non-linear finite element methods in systems that could be used
for planning facial surgeries [44, 46]. Free-form deformations have been employed by Kalra et al. [43] to ma-
nipulate facial expressions. In parallel, Williams presented a compelling argument [84] in favor of performance-
driven facial animation, which anticipated techniques for tracking head motions and facial expressions in video
[29, 56, 70]. In performance-driven approaches, colored markers painted on the face or lips are extensively used
to aid in tracking facial motion [33, 35]. A more expensive alternative could use a 3D scanning technique [88],
if the performance can be re-recorded with such a system.
Other recent work includes facial animation based on audio or text input [9, 14, 18, 28], learned morphable
models for animating faces in images and video [7, 6] and for exchanging faces in images [8], geometry-
driven facial expression synthesis [89], facial motion transfer [24, 60, 62, 73, 81], wrinkle formation [86, 91],
eye motion [25, 51], automatic estimation of facial muscle contractions [17, 76, 77], and biomechanical neck
modeling [50]. Data-driven speech animation approaches concatenate phoneme or syllable segments [12, 48,
58] or modeling speech co-articulation from data [22, 23, 45]. Byun and Badler [11] modify the MPEG-4 Facial
Animation Parameters (FAPs) to add expressiveness. Chai et al. [15] use facial tracking to drive animations
from a motion capture database. Wang et al. [82] use a multiresolution deformable mesh to track facial motion,
and a low dimensional embedding technique to learn expression style.
Regarding modeling of static face geometry in particular, several approaches are documented in the literature.
Parametric conformation models have been invented very early [26, 54, 59, 66, 68]. The desire was to create an
encapsulated model that could generate a wide range of faces based on a small set of input parameters. However,
the parameterizations have been developed without careful attention to the physical structure of the face. The
choice of the parameter set depends on the face mesh topology and therefore the manual association of a group
of vertices to a specific parameter is required. Furthermore, manual parameter tuning without constraints from
real human faces for generating a realistic face is difficult and time-consuming.
The image-based technique [1, 34, 35, 39, 49, 52, 57, 64, 71] utilizes an existing 3D face model and infor-
mation from few pictures (or video streams) for the reconstruction of both geometry and texture. Although
this kind of technique can provide reconstructed face models easily, its drawbacks are the inaccurate geometry
reconstruction and inability to generate new faces that have no image counterpart. Another limiting factor of
this technique lies in that it hardly gives any control to the user.
The modeling of facial variations has been attempted based on physical measurement statistics and the phys-
ical aspects of facial deformation. Decarlo et al. [20] construct a range of face models with realistic proportions
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using a variational constrained optimization technique. However, because of the sparseness of the constraints
compared to the high dimensionality of possible faces, realistic shape cannot be obtained in the facial regions
where no desirable measurement has been explicitly specified as a constraint. Also, this approach requires
minutes of computation for the optimization process to generate a face. In addition, variations in face texture
are ignored in their work. In contrast, our method is efficient to generate a new face with desired shape and
texture within a second. Moreover, we utilize the prior knowledge of the face shape in relation with the given
measurements to regulate the naturalness of modeled faces, maintaining the quality that exists in the real faces
of individuals. Kähler et al. [41] use statistic data of face anthropometric measurements to drive the landmark-
based face deformation according to growth and aging.
Blanz and Vetter [6] present a process for estimating the shape of a face in a single photograph, and a set of
controls for manipulation of appearance attributes. There are several key differences from our work. First, they
manually assign the attribute values to face shape and texture and devise attribute controls for single variable
using linear regression. We automatically compute the anthropometric measurements for face shape and relate
several variables simultaneously by learning a mapping between the measurement space and the shape space
through scattered data interpolation. Second, they use a 3D variant of a gradient-based optical flow algorithm
to derive the point-to-point correspondence. This approach will not work well for faces of different races or
in different illumination given the inherent problem of using static textures. We present a robust method of
determining correspondences that does not depend on the texture information. Third, our method guarantees
local control thanks to its feature-based nature. An interface for gradient-based face space navigation has been
proposed in [16]. Principal components that are not intuitive to users are used as navigation axes in face space,
and facial features cannot be controlled individually. The authors focus on a comparison of different user
interfaces.
The composite facial images are the basis of some approaches to retrieving an image from a mug-shot
database. The database used in [85] is indexed by attributes of individual features obtained by PCA. The
best matches to a photofit target image are retrieved based on normalized correlation and weighted distance
of the feature vectors. Both Brunelli and Mich [10] and Baker and Seltzer [5] propose systems that use facial
composites for database retrieval and PCA for computation of similarity. Several commercial systems for gen-
erating composite facial images are available [72, 27, 38]. Although they are effective to use, 2D face composite
still lacks some of the advantages of a 3D model, such as the complete freedom of viewpoint and the ability
to be combined with other 3D graphics. Additionally, to our knowledge, no commercial 2D composite system
available today supports automatic completion of unspecified facial regions according to statistical properties.
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Example-based synthesis is another stream of research related to our method. Rose et al. [74] and Sloan et al.
[78] propose example-based motion blending frameworks, employing scattered data interpolation with radial
basis functions. Lewis et al. [55] introduce an example-based pose space deformation technique, and Allen et
al. [3] apply a similar technique to range scan data for creating a new pose model. More recently, Allen et al.
[2] and Seo et al. [75] present methods for generating a variety of human body shapes with intuitive parameters
based on unorganized scanned data. However, the gross body and face are different significantly in structure
and representation. The gross body shape usually varies globally and can be compactly parameterized by a
relatively small set of key measurements such as the girth and length of the body parts. Body color attributes are
typically those that provide a global description and are usually related to the variable of race. On the other hand,
the human face is an extremely complex geometric form, consisting of a diverse and irregular structure. The
delicate face structure requires far more measurements for its description. Moreover, the face exhibits various
textures due to presence of the moustache, eyebrows and wrinkles as well as variations in skin color. Therefore,
modeling the face requires different level of accuracy and realism compared to other parts of human body.
FaceGen 3 [30] is an existing system that we have found to be similar to ours in functionality. However, there
is not much information available about how this function is achieved since it is a commercial product. As far as
we know, it does not split the face mesh into different independent regions for truly localized deformation. As
a consequence, this system is more liable to produce global face variations. In contrast, we use a region-based
method for local face shape control. The controls of different face regions are orthogonal to each other, and
form a meaningful basis for the face space - the control basis can produce the set of more diverse face shapes.
3 System Overview
A block diagram of the system architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1. It consists of an offline processing unit
and a runtime unit.
The offline processing makes use of a generic model and 3D scanned models. Using the same generic model
for fitting to each scanned model makes trivial the feature correspondence among the scanned models. Feature
correspondence is then used to form a low dimensional local shape space of each facial feature. We use the face
anthropometric measurements to parameterize the facial feature shape of the examples in a measurement space.
The shape synthesizer generates new facial feature geometries using anthropometric measurements as input
parameters. It is derived by determining the mapping from the control parameters to the facial feature geometry
through an RBF-based interpolation network. For synthesizing local facial textures, the mesh parameterization
procedure prepares the example textures in mutual correspondence. Similar to the shape synthesizer, texture
constraints derived from the statistics of scanned models are used to guide local texture synthesis. At runtime,
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Figure 1: Overview of the data-driven 3D face synthesis system.
the system generates new geometries and textures of individual features from the input parameters by evaluating
the constructed synthesizers and PCA models.
4 Face Data
We use the USF face database [80] that contains Cyberware face scans of 186 subjects with various age,
gender and race. The age of the subjects ranges from 17 to 68 years, and there are 126 male and 60 female
subjects. Most of the subjects are Caucasians (129), with African-Americans making up the second largest
group (37), and Asians the smallest group (20). All faces are without makeup and accessories. Each subject is
captured wearing a bathing cap and with a neutral expression. The laser scans provide face structure data which
contains approximately 80,000 surface points (see Fig. 2 (a)) and RGB-color values that are stored in a 360
524 image with 8 bit per channel for texture-mapping (see Fig. 2 (b)(c)).
We use a generic head model created with Autodesk Maya [4]. It is a wire-frame of numbered vertices in 3D
coordinate space (see Fig. 3 (a)). Since the triangle (the 2D simplex) offers the greatest flexibility in tessellating
2D manifolds in the 3D Euclidean space, our head model uses a triangular mesh, eliminating the topological
restrictions of rectangular meshes. It consists of 1,092 vertices and 2,274 triangles. Prescribed colors are added
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: Face data: (a) scanned face geometry; (b) acquired color image; (c) texture-mapped face scan.
to each triangle to form a smooth-shaded surface (see Fig. 3 (b) and (c)).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: Generic model: (a) wire-frame mesh; (b) and (c) smoothly shaded surface.
Let each 3D face in the database be (       ). Since the number of vertices in varies, we resample
all faces in the database so that they have the same number of vertices all in mutual correspondence. Feature
points are identified to guide the resampling. The number of feature points on the face model, their distribution,
and their association with points on the face model are important to achieve high quality model fitting. A feature
point is associated with a single point of the scanned model. For the generic model represented by much fewer
vertices, the landmark is instead associated with the barycentric coordinates of one triangle.
(a) (b)
Figure 4: 2D feature mask: (a) initial set of feature points; (b) after additional feature points have been inserted.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 5: Semi-automatic feature point identification: (a) initial outline of the feature mask; (b) after automatic facial
feature detection; (c) after interactive tuning; (d) and (e) feature points identified on the scanned data and generic model.
As illustrated in Fig. 4 (a), a 2D feature mask consisting of polylines groups a set of 37 feature points that
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correspond to the facial features. However, because of the limited number of initial feature points, some under-
sampled regions could require additional information in order to improve the shape approximation for the fitted
generic model. This is achieved by introducing additional correspondences. Each polyline in the feature mask is
subdivided with new feature points inserted by stepping along it using an arc-length parametrization, keeping in
mind that each new feature point increases the computation of LU decomposition and deformation of the generic
model through the RBF-based interpolation as will be described in Section 5.1. We then run the scattered data
interpolation algorithm to update the vertices of the generic model for evaluation. After refinement, the final
feature mask consists of 86 feature points (see Fig. 4 (b)). A further increase in the number of the feature points
would not produce an appreciable improvement in the quality of model fitting.
In our method, the 3D feature points are identified semi-automatically. Fig. 5 depicts the process. The
refined feature mask is superimposed onto the front-view face image obtained by orthographic projection of a
textured 3D face scan into an image plane. The facial features in this image are identified by using the Active
Shape Models (ASM) [19] and the feature mask is fitted to the features automatically. The feature mask can
be manipulated interactively. A little user interaction is needed to tune the feature point positions due to slight
inaccuracy of the automatic facial feature detection. The 3D positions of the feature points on the scanned
surface are then recovered by back-projection to 3D space. In this way, we efficiently define a set of feature
points in a face  as   u    u, where   . Our generic model  is already tagged with the
corresponding set of feature points   v     v by default.
5 Model Fitting
5.1 Global Warping
The problem of deriving full correspondence for all models can be stated as: resample the surface for all
using  under the constraint that v is mapped to u . The goal is to construct a smooth interpolating function
that expresses the deformation of the non-feature skin vertices in terms of the changes in the feature points
during warping. This problem is addressed by scattered data interpolation based on Radial Basis Functions
(RBFs). The displacement vector d  u  v is known for each feature point v on the generic model and
u on the scanned surface. These displacements are utilized to construct the interpolating function that returns
the displacement for each generic mesh vertex:
fx 


wx  v  Mx  t (1)
where x  	 is a vertex on the generic model, 
  
 denotes the Euclidean norm and  is a radial basis function.
w , M and t are the unknown parameters. Among them, w  	 are the interpolation weights, M  	
represents rotation and scaling transformations, and t  	 represents translation transformation.
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Different functions for 	 are available. Some pros and cons are discussed by Carr et al. [13]. We had
better results visually with the multi-quadric function 	 

	  
, where 
 is the locality parameter used
to control how the basis function is influenced by neighboring feature points (see Fig. 6). 
 is determined as the
Euclidean distance to the nearest other feature point. To determine the weights w and the affine transformation
parameters M and t, we solve the following equations:
d  fv


w  


w v   (2)
This system of linear equations is solved using the LU decomposition to obtain the unknown parameters. Using
the predefined interpolation function as given in Eq. 1, we calculate the displacement vectors of all vertices to
deform the generic model (see Fig. 7 (a)). Note that the connectivity of the mesh is unchanged.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 6: Comparison of global warping using different basis functions: (a) original generic model; (b) deformation with
Gaussian function. (c) with thin-plate spline function; (d) with multi-quadric function; (e) target face scan. Model in (b) is
more similar to the original generic model than to the target scanned shape; model in (c) has its local features deformed to
approximate the face scan but with undesired bumps; model in (d) has better global and local shape approximation.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 7: Model fitting: (a) generic model after global warping; (b) after local deformation; (c) level-2 normal mesh; (d)
target scanned model; (e) textured.
5.2 Local Deformation
As shown in Fig. 7 (a), the warping with a small set of correspondences does not produce a perfect surface
match. We further improve the shape using a local deformation which ensures that all the generic mesh vertices
are truly embedded in the scanned surface. The local deformation is based on the closest points on the surfaces
of the generic model and the scanned data. The vertices of the generic model are displaced towards their closest
positions on the surface of the scanned data. The polygons of the scanned data are organized into a Binary
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Space Partition tree in order to speed up the process of the closest point identification. As each generic mesh
vertex samples a scanned point, it takes the texture coordinates of that point for texture mapping. Fig. 7 (b)(e)
show the result of local deformation.
5.3 Generating the Multi-Resolution Model
The described processes deform the low-resolution generic model to produce a close approximation to the
scanned data, implying surface simplification. In order to accurately represent the high-resolution surface detail,
we use a quaternary subdivision scheme to construct the subdivision hierarchy on top of the base mesh resulting
from the local deformation process. The quaternary subdivision scheme is performed such that for an arbitrary
triangle, its three edges are bisected to form three new vertices, and new vertices are then connected to create
four sub-triangles which are all similar to the original triangle. The newly generated vertices by subdivision
are not necessarily lying on the scanned surface. We reconstruct surface details in a hierarchical manner by
taking advantages of the normal mesh representation [37]. A normal mesh starts from the base mesh, and an
intermediate level of the normal mesh is defined by the normal offsets from the subdivision mesh of the previous
level to the scanned surface (see Figure 8). On each level of the resulting hierarchy, we thus obtain a triangular
mesh with vertices interpolating the high-resolution scanned surface. The base meshes of all face scans have
the same topology. Hence, the intermediate level normal meshes of all face scans have the same topology.
And a spatial correspondence is established hierarchically by the intermediate level normal meshes. In our
experiments, normal meshes at level 2 are used to strike a good balance between approximation accuracy and
computational cost (see Fig. 7 (c)).
Base mesh Subdivision mesh Target meshLevel 1 normal mesh
Level 1 normal mesh Subdivision mesh Target meshLevel 2 normal mesh
Figure 8: Construction of the normal mesh level by level.
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6 Region-Based Face Shape Synthesis
6.1 Forming Local Shape Spaces
To synthesize local shapes of facial features, we firstly form local shape spaces using PCA. The model fitting
process generates the necessary vertex-to-vertex correspondence across 3D faces in the database, which is the
prerequisite of PCA. We have implemented the possibility to select a combination of facial features for face
synthesis. Since all face scans are in correspondence through mapping onto the generic model, it is sufficient
to define these regions on the generic model. We manually partition the generic mesh into four regions (eyes,
nose, mouth and chin), and create a 3D mesh mask to store the subdivision information, where the subregion
index for each vertex is recorded. The segmentation is transferred to the multi-resolution normal meshes to
generate individualized feature shapes with correspondences (see Fig. 9). Note that we normalize all face scans
with respect to the rigid rotation and translation of the face before fitting the generic model. Thus, PCA can be
performed directly on the obtained data sets of feature shapes.
Figure 9: Meshes of four facial features decomposed from the level 2 normal mesh shown in Fig. 8.
Given the set  of features, we obtain a compact representation for the meshes of each facial feature
using PCA. PCA of mesh vertex positions for each feature yields an orthogonal mesh basis, which we term
eigenmeshes. Computing principal components with the Euclidean norm is equivalent to computing the sin-
gular value decomposition (in the case of a square symmetric matrix it is equivalent to eigenanalysis). Let
 be a set of example meshes of feature  , each mesh being associated to one of the  meshes of
the database. These meshes are represented as vectors that contain the    coordinates of the  vertices
                	
 . For each feature  we construct a rectangular matrix, A ,
of size   , whose columns consist of the , , and  components of the vertex positions on the feature
region. In the singular value decomposition, A  UDV , the matrix U has the same size as A and con-
sists of columns of eigenmeshes for feature  in the same block column format that was used to build A . The
singular values  , in the diagonal matrix D , identify the importance that each eigenmesh has in reproducing
the example meshes (they relate to the proportion of variation explained by each principal component). The ma-
trix V and the singular values combine to give the coordinates of our example meshes in the eigenmesh basis.
We denote 	 the eigenmesh in the basis of feature  with importance  where  goes from 1 (the principal
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component) up to  .
We can truncate each eigenmesh basis expansion knowing that the error will be minimized in the least squares
sense [40]. Letting    be the size of the truncated basis set of feature  , we choose the  such that
	
 

  

 

 , where  defines the proportion of the total variation one wishes to explain (98% for
each feature in our experiments). The equation for reconstructing the mesh shape for an arbitrary configuration
can then be written as:
 a  	


	

 	

 (3)
where 	

is the mean feature shape and  gives the coordinates of the feature shape in terms of the re-
duced eigenmesh basis. Eq. 3 provides a powerful model for shape synthesis and the model parameter is
a  

 

     	 .
6.2 Anthropometric Parameters
Although eigenmeshes represent the most salient directions of the feature shape variation in the dataset, they
bear little resemblance to the underlying interdependent structure of biological forms and hardly correspond to
the face shape description used in human language. Arguably, face anthropometry provides a set of meaningful
measurements or shape parameters that allow the most complete control over the shape of the face. Farkas [31]
describes a widely used set of measurements for characterizing the human face. The measurements are taken
between the landmark points defined in terms of visually-identifiable or palpable features on the subject’s face
using carefully specified procedures and measuring instruments. Such measurements use a total of 47 landmark
points for describing the face. As described in Section 4, each example in our face scan database is equipped
with 86 landmarks. Following the conventions laid out in [31], we have chosen a subset of 38 landmarks from
the standard landmark set for anthropometric measurements (see Fig. 10 (a)). This specific set of landmarks
used in our system is listed in Appendix A.
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Figure 10: (a) Head geometry with anthropometric landmarks (green dots). The landmark names are taken from [31]. (b)
Anthropometric measurements [31].
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Table 1: Anthropometric measurements of the nose.
Farkas [31] describes a total of 132 measurements on the face and head. They are categorized into five
types. As shown in Fig. 10 (b),    refers to the shortest distance between the landmarks at the corners
of the mouth,    refers to the axial distance between the midpoint of the nasofrontal suture and junction
between the lower border of the nasal septum,   	 refers to the tangential distance measured on the face
surface from the most lateral point on the nasal ala to the nose tip, the angle of inclination is exemplified by
the inclination of the upper lip    with respect to the vertical axis, and the angle between locations is
exemplified by the labiomental angle (the angle at the lower lip).
In our work, 52 anthropometric measurements related to four facial features are chosen as the shape control
parameters. As an example, Table 1 lists the nasal measurements used in our work. There are 7 shortest distance
measurements, 3 axial distances, 2 tangential distances, 4 inclination angles and 4 angles between locations. The
example models are placed in the standard posture for anthropometric measurements. The measurements are
computed using the Euclidean coordinates of landmarks. Particularly, the axial distances correspond to the ,
, and  axes of the world coordinate system. Such a systematic collection of anthropometric measurements are
taken through all example models in the database to determine their locations in a multi-dimensional measure-
ment space. These locations are used later to guide the shape synthesis as described in Section 6.3.
6.3 Feature Shape Synthesis
From the previous stage we obtain a set of examples of each feature with measured shape characteristics, each
of them consisting of the same set of dimensions, where every dimension is an anthropometric measurement.
As each measurement has a different average and variation, it is prohibitive to define the measurement axis
by directly using the measurements unit. Instead, the example measurements are normalized. Generally, we
assume that an example model  of feature  has  dimensions, where each dimension is represented by a
value in the interval (0,1]. A value of 1 corresponds to the maximum measurement value of the dimension. The
measurements of  can then be represented by the vector
q  


     



  
   

    (4)
This is equivalent to projecting each example model  into a measurement space spanned by the  selected
anthropometric measurements. The location of each example in the measurement space is q .
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With the input shape control thus parameterized, our goal is to generate a new deformation of the generic
mesh by computing the corresponding eigenmesh coordinates with control through the measurement parame-
ter. Given an arbitrary input measurement q in the measurement space, such controlled deformation should
interpolate the example models. To do this we interpolate the eigenmesh coordinates of the example models
and obtain smooth range over the measurement space. Again, the RBFs are employed in our shape interpolation
scheme. Given the input anthropometric control parameters, a novel output model with the desired shapes of
facial features is obtained in run time by blending the example models (see Fig. 11). Our scheme first evaluates
the predefined RBFs at the input measurement vector and then computes the eigenmesh coordinates by blending
those of the example models with respect to the produced RBF values and pre-computed weight values. Finally,
the output model with the desired feature shape is generated by evaluating the local shape morphing model (Eq.
3) at those eigenmesh coordinates.
Figure 11: Generating a new facial feature shape by blending example models through interpolation of their eigenmesh
coordinates.
The interpolation is multi-dimensional. Consider a 	
  	 mapping, the interpolated eigenmesh coordi-
nates    	,      at an input measurement vector q
  	
 are computed as:
 q
  


q         (5)
where   	 are the radial coefficients and  is the number of example models. Let q ,      be the
measurement vector of an example model. The radial basis function q  is a multi-quadric function of the
Euclidean distance between q and q in the measurement space:
q  


 q  q 
 


      (6)
where 
 is the locality parameter used to control the behavior of the basis function and determined as the
Euclidean distance between q and the closest other example measurement vector.
The -th eigenmesh coordinate of the -th example model,  corresponds to the measurement vector of the
-th example model, q . Eq. 5 should be satisfied for q

 and 

 (    ):
 q

  


q        (7)
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Eq. 7 can be expressed in the matrix form
RY  A (8)
where Y  		 is the matrix of the unknown radial coefficients  , and R  	 and A  		 are
the matrices defined by the radial bases and the eigenmesh coordinate of the example models, respectively, such
that R  q  and A  

 .  are obtained by solving Eq. 8 using the LU decomposition. We can then
generate the eigenmesh coordinates corresponding to the input measurement vector q according to Eq. 5.
After the shape interpolation procedure, the surrounding facial areas should be blended with the deformed
features to generate a seamlessly smooth face mesh. We apply a gradual geometric blending along the subregion
boundaries (Appendix B). Fig. 12 shows the effect of this scheme employed in feature shape synthesis.
Our system provides two ways to measurement generation: 1) interactive user specification and 2) automati-
cally random generation. The first module allows the user to produce a face with needed specific characteristics
using descriptions. The measurement values are chosen within [0,1]. All user operations result in an immediate
update of the displayed face. To facilitate user interaction, we have implemented an operation history with
multiple levels of “undo”. The random generation module allows the construction of a random face, in case the
user needs a representative face from the population and does not care about specific appearance. It is assumed
that the measurements follow the Gaussian normal distribution [31]. Therefore, random value for each input
measurement is generated by sampling the distribution with its mean and variance. Given the shape synthesis
framework we use, a feature shape can be generated to fit the generated suite of control parameters.
Our system supports exaggeration or caricature. Psychological findings [21] have shown that making faces
more typical by caricaturing techniques increases subjects’ ability to recognize faces. Caricaturing is achieved
by morphing a feature away from the average. In our framework, the output eigenmesh coordinates are multi-
plied by a positive scalar factor  to create a caricatured facial feature.  is adjustable by the user for different
levels of caricature, although its default value is set to one.
7 Region-Based Face Texture Synthesis
To synthesize textures of facial features, we form local texture spaces by using PCA. The variations of face
textures in the database depend exclusively on the intrinsic parameters - face shape and color/texture. Applying
PCA to a set of face images requires normalization to remove texture variation due to shape difference, and
correspondences must be found between face images. In our case, however, texture correspondences are implicit
in the texture coordinates of the two associated face meshes. Since every face generated from one generic model
has a similar characteristic for texture coordinates, we can produce shape-free face textures by constructing a
parameterization of the 3D generic mesh over a 2D image plane.
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(a) (b)
Figure 12: Synthesis of the nose shape: (a) Without shape blending, the obvious geometric discontinuities around boundary
of the nose region impair realism of the morphing to a large extent. (b) Using our approach, geometries of the feature region
and surrounding area are smoothly blended around their boundary.
(a) (b)
Figure 13: (a) A base mesh with texture mapping. (b) Texture transferred to the original undeformed generic model.
Given the vertex-wise correspondence between a fitted generic mesh (base mesh) and original undeformed
generic mesh, it is trivial to transfer a texture map between them. Each vertex on the original generic mesh
simply takes the texture coordinates of its corresponding vertex on the fitted mesh for texture mapping (see Fig.
13). We want to parameterize the 3D generic head mesh over a 2D domain [0, 1]. In our case, the head mesh is
topologically equivalent to a part of a plane. Thus we can “flatten” the generic head mesh to a part of a 2D image
plane that is bounded by its boundary curve around the neck. We implement a cylindrical projection to obtain a
cylindrical face mesh (see Fig. 14 (a)). Each vertex of the 2D cylindrical mesh has cylindrical coordinates with
corresponding longitude (0-360 degrees) along the -axis and vertical height along the -axis. The mapping of
world coordinates x     to 2D cylindrical coordinates (  ) uses
  


    (9)
The resulting (  ) coordinates map to a suitable aspect and resolution image (800505 in our experiment).
We also map the original generic mesh rendered with transferred texture to the image plane using the same
cylindrical projection. The result is a 800505 cylindrical texture image in which each pixel value represents
the surface color of the texture-mapped face surface in cylindrical coordinates (see Fig. 14 (b)).
Since the generic mesh has been partitioned into four feature regions, the cylindrical texture image can be
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 14: (a) Texture mesh parameterization. (b) Cylindrical texture image. (c) Segmented textures of four facial features.
Table 2: Texture attributes for mouth.
divided into corresponding patches (see Fig. 14 (c)). As with the shape synthesis, a texture PCA space is
constructed for a data set of  exemplar local textures of each feature. For each facial feature, we define a set
of distinct texture attributes to build a texture attribute space where each attribute represents a separate axis in
this space. As an example, Table 2 lists the texture attributes for mouth. We manually assign the attribute values
(in the interval (0,1]) that describe the markedness of the attributes to each example texture, parameterizing the
texture in the texture attribute space. Given a new set of input texture attribute values, the desired characteristics
can be synthesized on the mean or an individual cylindrical full-head texture image1 (see Fig. 15) by blending
the example local textures through RBF-based interpolation, as described in Section 6.3. To avoid the image
discontinuity, we do a gradual blending along the subregion boundaries (Appendix C).
Figure 15: Facial feature regions and blending regions in the mean cylindrical full-head texture image: the local feature
regions are in red with their boundaries in blue. The white areas are the texture blending regions. The overlap of two
blending regions is in green.
8 Results
Our method has been implemented in an interactive system with C++/OpenGL. A GUI snapshot is shown in
Fig. 16. Upon start, an average head is shown in the display area of the GUI. The average head is computed as
1The reader is referred to our paper [90] for detailed description of the full-head texture generation technique.
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Figure 16: GUI of our system.
Table 3: Number of eigen modes and control parameters used in our system.
the average of level-2 normal meshes of 186 example models and is textured with the mean cylindrical full-head
texture image. In addition to starting with the average head, the user may also select the desired head model of
a specific person from the example database for further editing. Facial features can be modified on a continuous
scale using sliders.
Table 3 shows the number of eigenmeshes/eigentextures used for feature synthesis and the number of shape/texture
control parameters. Besides modifying facial features using the shape/texture control parameters, our system
also allows the user to select the desired feature(s) from a database of pre-constructed typical features, which
are shown in the small icons on the upper-left of the GUI. Upon selecting a feature from the database, the fea-
ture will be imported seamlessly into the displayed head model and can be further edited if needed. The slider
positions for each of the available feature in the database are stored by the system so that their configuration
can be restored whenever the feature is chosen for operation. As with local shape/texture editing, the import of
features from the database can be restricted to the shape and/or texture of the feature. Such a feature importing
mode enables coarse-to-fine modification of features, making the face synthesis process less tedious.
Fig. 17 illustrates a number of synthesized face shapes. A close view of each feature reveals a wide range
of variations across the generated faces; for example, clear differences are found in the width of the nose alar
wings, the straightness of the nose bridge, the inclination of the nose tip, the roundness of eyes, the distance
between eyebrows and eyes, the thickness of mouth lips, the shape of the lip line, the sharpness of the chin,
etc. A dynamic morph can be generated by varying the shape parameters continuously between two values, as
shown in Fig. 18. Fig. 19 and 20 show some examples of new facial appearances generated by local texture
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(a)
(b)
Figure 17: (a) Automatically generated face models by synthesizing the shape of four facial features on the average model
(outlined) according to the input anthropometric parameters. (b) Close view of synthesized shapes of individual features.
Figure 18: Region-based face shape synthesis (left to right in each example). Face texture is kept unchanged.
synthesis and the snapshots of dynamic feature texture morphing, respectively. The nine generated faces in Fig.
19 exhibit the expected range of texture variation and represent different individuals, encompassing a range of
ages and genders. We can also start with any face model of a specific person and edit various aspects of its shape
and texture, as shown in Fig. 21.
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Figure 19: Some novel facial appearances generated by synthesizing the textures of four facial features on the average
model rendered with the mean texture (outlined).
Figure 20: Region-based face texture synthesis (left to right in each example). Face shape is kept unchanged.
Figure 21: Variation of facial features of two individual faces. Top row: region-based shape synthesis. Bottom row:
region-based texture synthesis. The original model is shown in the first image of each example.
In creating virtual characters, sometimes it is desirable to adjust the face so that it has certain features similar
to those of a specific person. Therefore, it is useful to be able to transfer desired facial feature(s) between dif-
ferent human subjects. Facial feature transfer falls neatly into our local feature control framework. Our system
allows the user to alter a feature of the source model by coercing its shape and texture control measurements to
match those of the target feature of an example face. Fig. 22 shows the result of facial feature transfer. Typical
features of different example faces can also be transferred in conjunction with each other to the same source
model. Fig. 23 shows a composite face built from features of four individuals.
In order to quantify the performance, we arbitrarily selected ten examples in the database for the cross-
validation. Each example has been excluded from the example database in training the face synthesis system
and its shape and texture measurements were used as a test input to the system. The output model was then
compared with the input model. We assess the reconstruction by measuring the maximum, mean, and root
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 22: Transfer of facial features. We start with a source model (a), and synthesize facial features of the eyes (c), nose
(d), mouth (e) and chin (f) on it by coercing shape and texture control parameters to match those of the target faces (b).
Figure 23: Facial features from four target faces (b) in our database are transferred to the source model (a) to generate a
novel composite face (c).
mean square (RMS) errors from the feature regions of the output model to those of the input model. For
the feature shapes, errors are computed by the distances between the corresponding vertex positions. Table 4
shows the average errors measured for the ten reconstructed models. The errors are given using both absolute
measures (/mm) and as a percentage of the diameter of the output head model bounding box. For the feature
textures, errors are measured as the differences between colors of the corresponding pixels of the input and
output cylindrical full-head textures in terms of Euclidean distance in the RGB color space. The average errors
in absolute measurements (the color value of each channel is in the interval [0,255]) are given in Table 4.
Table 4: Cross validation results of our 3D face synthesis system.
Table 5 shows the time cost of different procedures in the current unoptimized implementation of our system
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Table 5: Time consumed for different processes of system implementation. For some processes, the time spent per
example is summed up to get the total time consumed for all 186 examples. Notation: time consumed in interactive
operation ( ), time consumed in automatic computation ().
on a 2.8 GHz PC with 1GB RAM. Most time is consumed in the offline processing stage. Even though the
offline processing steps take up considerable time, this does not impair usability to a large extent due to the
automation (beyond initial feature point identification and assignment of texture attribute values) and their one-
time computation nature. At runtime, our scheme spends about one second in generating a new face using the
refinement level-2 head model (36,384 triangles) rendered with a    texture image upon receiving the
input parameters.
9 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented an automatic runtime system for generating varied realistic geometric models of human
faces based on synthesis of facial features according to intuitive control parameters. We make use of the scanned
face data, which arguably provides the best available resource to regulate the naturalness of modeled faces. A
three-step model fitting approach is used for the 3D registration problem, where a generic head model is fitted
to each example in a global-to-local fashion. We transform the obtained data sets of facial feature shapes into
vector space representations by applying the PCA, and parameterize the feature shape examples using a set of
anthropometric measurements. Using the PCA coefficients as a compact shape representation, we approach
the feature shape synthesis problem by forming scattered data interpolation functions that are devoted to the
generation of desired shape by taking the anthropometric parameters as input. For synthesizing local feature
textures, we automatically parameterize the 3D generic head mesh over the 2D image domain to establish the
mapping correspondence between example textures. Given the input texture attribute parameters, the feature
textures are synthesized at an interactive rate by evaluating the predefined interpolation functions. The resulting
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system is intuitive to control and fine-grained.
With the existing framework, several areas of improvement may lead to more plausible facial synthesis. We
would like to extend our current database to incorporate more 3D face examples of Mongolian and Negroid
races as well as to increase diversity of age by including children and more elderly people. Even without
collecting more 3D scans, our system can be extended easily to cover a wider range of faces. Given a set
of single photographs of additional faces, 3D face models can be reconstructed by fitting a morphable face
model [6]. These 3D faces are then included in the database. Even though the reconstructed shapes are in the
linear span of the original database, we can map the color values from the photographs to the model by using
illumination-correction texture extraction [6], adding new dimensions to the texture vector space.
We would like to increase the number of facial features to choose from. The possible candidates are the
cheeks, forehead, upper jaw, and ears. Some facial features (e.g., nose) can be represented by a hierarchy of
segments. In the feature synthesis, the user may select segments from any hierarchy level of any facial feature to
achieve different levels of editing. In addition, we plan to use some extensions of ASM to achieve more robust
feature detection. An automatic determination of the texture attribute values is also one of the future challenges.
In the current system, the effect of editing operations is restricted to the shape and/or texture of a single facial
feature. It might happen in some cases (e.g., sketch of the face of a suspect) that the user does not know what
detail of all features should be changed. To this end, we would like to improve the shape control by using the
facial proportion statistics [32] to model the correlations between measurements of different features. This will
allow features to be edited while related features systematically changed to preserve natural proportions.
A limitation of our system is that the current linear PCA model cannot be directly applied to synthesizing
high-resolution face details. It would be difficult or impossible to find exact correspondences between high
resolution details of example faces. Without correct correspondence, the weighted linear blending blurs small
facial features such as wrinkles and pores, making the output model smooth. Synthesis of detailed facial geom-
etry and texture is a difficult problem. One possibility is to use the statistical synthesis technique as in [36] to
complement our method, adding wrinkles and other fine-scale face details to the model.
For animating the face, we plan to utilize an anatomy-based model with the skin-muscle-skull structure
developed in our previous work [92] as the generic model. By applying local shape morphing techniques to the
face surface and the interior skull simultaneously, the whole face structure is adapted. As the anatomy-based
model has been designed to produce real-time animation based on simulation of facial muscles and elastic
skin properties, the textured head models with the adapted underlying anatomical structure can be animated
instantly. Finally, it would be very helpful to use 3D models of hair to cover textured heads with various hair
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styles. Adding details such as birth marks, scars, or jewelry will be another extension.
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A Anthropometric Landmarks Used for Our Method
Table 6 lists the landmarks that are used for the region-based shape synthesis method described in this paper. We follow
naming conventions used in the craniofacial anthropometry literature [31, 32]. Reference should be made to Fig. 10 that
illustrates the landmarks.
ID Name Definition
Eyes
sci Superciliare The highest point on the upper margin of the middle portion of the eyebrow
fz Frontozygomaticus The most lateral point on the frontozygomatic suture
ft Frontotemporal The most medial point on the temporal crest of the frontal bone
en Endocanthion The inner corner of the eye fissure where the eyelids meet
ex Exocanthion The outer corner of the eye fissure where the eyelids meet
pi Palpebrale inferius The lowest point in the middle of the margin of the lower eyelid
ps Palpebrale superius The highest point on the upper margin of the middle portion of the eyelid
Nose
n Nasion The midpoint of the nasofrontal suture
se Sellion The deepest point of the nasofrontal angle
mf Maxillofrontal The anterior lacrimal crest of the maxilla at the frontomaxillary suture
prn Pronasal The most protruded point of the nasal tip
sn Subnasal The junction between the lower border of the nasal septum
sbal Subnasal The point on the lower margin of the base of the nasal ala where the ala disappears into the upper lip skin
al Alare The most lateral point on the nasal ala
Mouth
ls Labial superius The mid point of the vermilion border of the upper lip
li Labial inferius The mid point of the vermilion border of the lower lip
sto Stomion point buccal The mid point of the labial fissure when the lips are closed naturally
ch Cheilion The outer corner of the mouth where the outer edges of the upper and lower vermilions meet
cph Crista philtre The point on the crest of the philtrum, the vertical groove in the median portion of the upper lip
ls’ Labiale superius lateralis The point on the upper vermilion border directly inferior to Subalare (sbal)
Chin
sl Sublabial The midpoint of the Labiomental sulcus
pg Pogonion The most anterior point in the middle of the soft tissue chin
gn Gnathion The lowest point in the midline on the lower border of the chin
go Gonion The most lateral point at the angle of the mandible
go’ Gonion lateralis The middle lateral point at the angle of the mandible
Table 6: Anthropometric landmarks employed for region-based face shape synthesis.
B Subregion Shape Blending
The position of a vertex x in the feature region  after deformation is x . Let  denote the set of vertices of the head
mesh. For smooth blending, positions of the subset 	    	 of vertices of  that are not inside the feature region
should be updated with deformation of facial features. For each vertex x   	 , the vertex in each feature region that
exerts influence on it, x	
 , is the one of minimal distance to it. It is desirable to use geodesic distance on the surface, rather
than Euclidean distance to measure the relative positions of two mesh vertices. Given that the head model is represented
by an irregular, triangular mesh, we adopt an approximation of the geodesic distance based on a cylindrical projection
which is preferable for regions corresponding to a volumetric surface (e.g., the head). The cylindrical projection defines a
mapping between the 3D coordinates of the head mesh and a 2D image plane. The distance between two vertices of the
projected mesh in the 2D image plane is a fair approximation of geodesic distance. Thus, x 	
 is obtained as:
 x  x	
  	   x

  x

  (10)
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where x and x

 are the positions of vertices on the projected mesh, and    denotes the geodesic distance. Note that
the distance is measured offline in the original undeformed generic mesh. For each non-feature vertex x  , the displacement
vector for its corresponding closest feature vertex x	
 is used to update its position in shape blending:
x  x 

	




 x  x	
   x



	  x	
  (11)
where  is the set of facial features and  controls the size of the region influenced by the blending. We set  to 1/10 of
the diagonal length of the bounding box of the head model.
C Subregion Texture Blending
We use region masks to facilitate the blending (see Fig. 15). The pixels on the outermost ring of a feature region
are grouped into the boundary pixel set    	

     		, where 
 is the number of boundary pixels. We then
identify  rings of pixels around the feature region as the blending region. Let    	     	


	 and
     	

      		 denote the color sets of boundary pixels before and after texture morphing, respectively.
The change of boundary pixel colors is used to update colors of the set    	
         
	 of pixels that are in the
th ring around the region, where  ranges from 1 to  and 
  is the number of pixels in the th ring. The color updating
is executed in a wave-propagation order starting at the 1st ring and expanding towards the  th ring:
 	
  	


 
 






 	  	

          (12)
where 	 are the pixels that are adjacent to the pixel 	


 and in the (-1)th ring, 


 is the number of all found pixels 	


for 	
, and 
 is a weight function to attenuate the color updating.   is defined according to the distance between the
pixel and the region boundary measured in terms of the number of the ring in which the pixel is located:
  

  
        

  
  
 
(13)
where parameter  controls the profile of function curve. From a maximal amplitude of 1 corresponding to the pixels
in the feature region boundary,  decreases nonlinearly to 0 at the  th-ring of pixels around the feature region. We use
   and    in our experiments.
For a fast implementation, since   and 
 are static for texture blending, we calculate them for pixels in the blending
region offline by making use of the adjacency relations that are defined on the cylindrical texture image, such as circulating
through the pixels adjacent to a given pixel and identifying the ring a given pixel is located in. The calculated ratio values
 
 are coded into the alpha channel of the mask image shown in Fig. 15. In the online simulation, we only calculate
color change of the pixels for a quick texture blending according to Eq. 12. As shown in Fig. 15, the blending regions of
every two features overlap. To obtain a smooth color transition, we compute a weighted average of the change of the pixel
color contributed from each blending region for pixels in the overlapping zone.
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